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- US Interstate highways

- Passenger airline

- US portion of the Internet





Effective dimension: measures the volume of a neighborhood as a
function of radius





Distribution and collection networks

- Vertices are households, 
   businesses, train stations.

- Edges: pipes, tracks, roads, cables.

- There is a “root vertex” acting as 
   a source or sink of the commodity
   distributed, e.g., oil, trains, sewage
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Cost of building the network
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Cost is assumed proportional to the sum of the lengths of the edges



Efficiency
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Paths to the root should be straight, so that journeys are efficient



Route factor

The route factor for vertex i compares actual and ideal
path length:

where       is the distance along the edges of the network 
from vertex i to the root and       is the direct Euclidean 
distance.

Example:



Real networks are close to ideal



Network growth model



Improving the route factor
Define a weight for each possible edge between vertices 
i (unconnected) and j (connected):                                with

 : length of edge between i and j,
 : distance to the root along the shortest path through 
   network,
:  non-negative parameter.

Add the edge with the global minimum weight.
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Lung cancer cases among the male population of the state of New York

1993 to 1997

Cartograms



















� 70,000 AP 
newswire stories, 
1994-1998

� States scaled in 
proportion to 
number of stories 
from that state



New York lung cancer cases:
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